Abstract The finite Grassmannian G q (k, n) is defined as the set of all k-dimensional subspaces of the ambient space F n q . Subsets of the finite Grassmannian are called constant dimension codes and have recently found an application in random network coding. In this setting codewords from G q (k, n) are sent through a network channel and, since errors may occur during transmission, the received words can possibly lie in G q (k ′ , n), where k ′ = k. In this paper, we study the balls in G q (k, n) with center that is not necessarily in G q (k, n). We describe the balls with respect to two different metrics, namely the subspace and the injection metric. Moreover, we use two different techniques for describing these balls, one is the Plücker embedding of G q (k, n), and the second one is a rational parametrization of the matrix representation of the codewords.
Introduction
Let F q be a finite field of size q and let k, n be two integers satisfying 0 ≤ k ≤ n. The Grassmannian space (Grassmannian, in short), denoted by G q (k, n), is the set of all k-dimensional subspaces of the vector space F n q . Let U, V ⊂ F n q be two different subspaces in G q (k, n). The subspace distance is defined by d S (U, V) = dim(U) + dim(V) − 2 dim U ∩V .
A subset C of G q (k, n) is called an (n, M, d, k) q constant dimension code if it has size M and if the minimum pairwise subspace distance between any two different subspaces of C is d. Constant dimension codes gained a lot of interest due to the work by Kötter and Kschischang [16] who showed that such codes are very useful for error-correction in random network coding. They proved that an (n, M, d, k) q code can correct any µ packet insertions (which is equivalent to an increase of dimension by µ in the transmitted subspace) and ǫ packet deletions (which is equivalent to a decrease of dimension by ǫ) introduced anywhere in the network as long as 2µ + 2ǫ < d. This application has motivated extensive work in the area [1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 15, 17, 19, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26, 32, 33] . In [16] Kötter and Kschischang gave a Singleton-like upper bound on the size of such codes and presented a Reed-Solomon-like code which asymptotically attains this bound. Silva, Kötter, and Kschischang [25] showed how this construction can be described in terms of lifted Gabidulin codes [7] . The generalizations of this construction and the decoding algorithms were presented in [1, 4, 17, 21, 26, 33] . Another type of construction (orbit codes) can be found in [6, 15, 32] .
In this paper we focus on describing the balls of a given radius in the Grassmannian around an arbitrary element of the respective projective space. This is exactly what is needed to come up with list decoding algorithms for constant dimension codes. Then we focus on list decoding of lifted Gabidulin codes. For the classical Gabidulin codes it was recently shown by WachterZeh [34] that, if the radius of the ball around a received word is at least the Johnson radius, no polynomial-time list decoding is possible, since the list size can be exponential. Algebraic list decoding algorithms for folded Gabidulin codes were discussed in [9, 19] . The constructions of subcodes of (lifted) Gabidulin codes and their algebraic list decoding algorithms were presented in [10, 11, 18, 35] .
One approach in this paper for list decoding codes in the Grassmannian is to apply the techniques of Schubert calculus over finite fields, i.e. to represent subspaces in the Grassmannian by their Plücker coordinates. It was proven in [21] that a ball of a given radius (with respect to the subspace distance) around a subspace can be described by explicit linear equations in the Plücker embedding. In this work we extend this result to the injection distance, which is interesting for the case when a ball around a subspace of a different dimension k ′ = k is considered. Also, we describe a way of representing a subset of the Plücker coordinates of lifted Gabidulin codes as linear block codes, which results in additional linear (parity-check) equations. The solutions of all these linear equations combined with the bilinear equations defining the Grassmannian in the Plücker embedding will constitute the resulting list of codewords. Another approach considered in this paper is the description of the balls (for both the subspace and the injection distance) around a subspace by bilinear equations from a rational parametrization of the matrix representation of elements of G q (k, n).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the Plücker embedding of the Grassmannian G q (k, n). In Section 3 we describe the balls of radius t around some subspace of F n q . We give the defining equations in Plücker coordinates and also describe a rational parametrization which will make the algorithmic computation for many list decoding problems easier. Section 4 contains the description of the lifted Gabidulin codes as linear block codes. Finally Section 5 contains two list decoding algorithms where we show how the set of equations describing a ball of some radius and the equations describing the lifting of the Gabidulin code can be computed. Conclusions and problems for future research are given in Section 6.
Preliminaries and Notations
We denote by GL n the general linear group over F q , by S n the symmetric group on n elements. With P n we denote the projective space of dimension n over F q .
We represent some U ∈ G q (k, n) by the row space of a matrix U ∈ F k×n q , where we use the notation rs(U ) for the row space of U . GL n acts on G q (k, n) as follows:
be a monic and irreducible polynomial of degree ℓ, and α be a root of p(x). Then it holds that F q ℓ ∼ = F q [α]. We denote the vector space isomorphism between the extension field F q ℓ and the vector space F ℓ q by
Moreover, we need the following notations: The set of ordered multiindices of length k with elements from {1, 2, . . . , n} is denoted by
and for a matrix A we denote its i-th row by A[i], its i-th column by A i , and the entry in the i-th row and the j-th column by A i,j .
The Bruhat order on the set
The lexicographic order is defined as,
One notes that the Bruhat order is a partial order and the lexicographic order is a total order on [n] k . Example 2 According to the Bruhat order it holds that (1, 2, 7) (2, 3, 7) . But the fact that (2, 4, 6) (2, 3, 7) does not imply that (2, 3, 7) ≺ (2, 4, 6). These two tuples are not comparable. In the lexicographic order it holds that (1, 2, 7) < (2, 3, 7) and (2, 3, 7) < (2, 4, 6).
We denote by P q (n) the set of all subspaces of F n q , i.e.,
Definition 2 Let U, V ∈ P q (n) be two subspaces. The subspace distance is defined as
and the injection distance is definded as
Clearly both distance functions describe a metric in the usual way. One also notes that for U, V ∈ G q (k, n) it holds that d S (U, V) = 2d I (U, V). Moreover, for constant dimension codes a unique subspace distance decoder is equivalent to a unique injection distance decoder [31] . For list decoding we will derive a similar relation between the two metrics in Proposition 14.
Definition 3
We define the balls in G q (k, n) with subspace radius τ around an arbitrary element R ∈ P q (n) as
Analogously we define the balls in G q (k, n) with injection radius t around an arbitrary element R ∈ P q (n) as
The Plücker embedding of the Grassmannian is a useful tool when studying G q (k, n). The basic idea of using the Plücker embedding for list decoding of subspace codes was already stated in [21, 29] . We will now recall the main definitions and theorems from those works. The proofs of the results can also be found in there. For more information or a more general formulation of the Plücker embedding and its applications the interested reader is referred to [12] .
translates into the condition that a subspace U should intersect the received space R in at least a certain dimension. Geometrically this describes a so-called "Schubert condition" and actually both B k S,τ (R) and B k I,t (R) have the structure of a so called "Schubert variety". Readers familiar with Schubert calculus as described in [12] will readily recognize this and it will not come as a surprise that the Plücker equations which describe the balls will turn out to be linear. In order to keep the paper as self contained as possible we will derive in this paper the relevant equations.
Let U ∈ F k×n q such that its row space rs(U ) describes the subspace U ∈ G q (k, n). M i1,...,i k (U ) denotes the minor (i.e. the determinant of the submatrix) of U given by the columns i 1 , . . . , i k . The Grassmannian G q (k, n) can be embedded into the projective space P ( n k )−1 of dimension n k −1 over F q using the Plücker embedding:
The k ×k minors M i1,...,i k (U ) of the matrix U are called the Plücker coordinates of the subspace U. By convention, we order the minors lexicographically by the column indices.
The image of this embedding describes indeed a variety and the defining equations of the image are given by the so called shuffle relations (see e.g. [14, 20] ), which are multilinear equations of monomial degree 2 in terms of the Plücker coordinates:
k−1 , where sgn(σ j ) denotes the sign of the permutation such that
Then one can easily derive an upper bound on the number of shuffle equations.
Lemma 6 There are at most n k+1 n k−1 different (non-trivial) shuffle relations defining G q (k, n) in the Plücker embedding.
Example 3 G q (2, 4) is described by a single relation:
3 Balls in the Grassmannian G q (k, n)
Description by linear equations in the Plücker embedding
It is known that the equations defining the balls inside G q (k, n) around an element from G q (k, n) are easily determined in the following special case:
Note that for t = k it holds that B k S,2k (U) = G q (k, n) for any U ∈ G q (k, n). We now want to state a generalization of this fact, where the center of the ball can have a different dimension than k. For this we first need the following lemma. 
it is odd if and only if k + k ′ is odd. This directly implies the first statement. The second statement follows since k − k ′ and k ′ − k are odd if and only if exaclty one of k and k ′ is odd, as well.
⊓ ⊔
We can now state the generalization of Proposition 7 for the subspace distance.
∈ Z (which we can assume because of Lemma 8)
Proof We want to find all V = rs(V ) ∈ G q (k, n), such that
i.e. at least
many linearly independent elements of V have to be in U k ′ 0 . Thus, we can choose a matrix representation of the form
where 0 ≤ x ≤ k is the number of columns taken from the n − k ′ right most columns of V and M 1 is a
) it follows that all minors of V that contain at least x = k−k ′ +τ 2 + 1 of the n − k ′ rightmost columns are zero. At the same time this is also a sufficient condition, since the * -blocks of V can be filled with anything (such that the whole matrix has rank k) and the row space will always be in the ball. Since the monomials are ordered, the condition that at least
+ 1 many coordinates of (i 1 , . . . , i k ) are in {k ′ + 1, . . . , n} is equivalent to the condition that
which is in turn equivalent to
In analogy, we can also state the generalization of Proposition 7 for the injection distance:
i.e. at least max(k ′ , k) − t many linearly independent elements of V have to be in U k ′ 0 . Thus, we can choose a matrix representation of the form
Analogously to the proof of Theorem 9 this is equivalent to the statement that all minors containing at least min(0, k − k ′ ) + t + 1 of the n − k ′ rightmost columns are zero, which is in turn equivalent to
The following proposition shows that the conditions on τ and t in the previous theorems make sense.
Proof Let V ∈ G q (k, n).
⊓ ⊔
Remark 12
The linear equations described in Theorems 9 and 10 together with the shuffle relations described in Proposition 5 show that the balls B 
Example 4 1. Consider G q (2, 6) and U 
2. Consider G q (3, 6) and U 
)}. We can find a relation for the balls of the two different metrics as follows.
and
Proof First, it holds that
Second, it holds that
To do so we need the following result.
Lemma 15 For any
The same holds for the injection distance, i.e.
Proof Both statements follow from the fact that dim(U
Note that one can easily find A ∈ GL n such that U k ′ 0 A = U as follows: Let the upper k ′ rows of A be equal to the reduced row echelon form of U and fill the lower rows with unit vectors such that the respective ones and the pivots of the upper rows are all in different columns. This implies that A is invertible and that U k ′ 0 A = U. For an algorithmic description of constructing such an A see [21, 31] .
The following results are generalizations of results from [21] . For simplifying the computations we defineφ on GL n , where we denote by A j1,...,j k [i 1 , . . . , i k ] the submatrix of A that consists of the rows i 1 , . . . , i k and columns j 1 , . . . , j k :
Since it holds for any k, we can use this lemma to describe a ball around a subspace of arbitrary dimension.
In the following we calculate the number of equations which define a ball of a given radius.
Lemma 19
The maximum number of linear Plücker equations defining a ball
Proof Follows directly from Corollary 18.
⊓ ⊔
We can hence count the maximum number of linear equations needed to describe the ball inside the Grassmannian.
Lemma 20 Let U ∈ G q (k, n). An upper bound on the number of linear equations needed to describe B k S,τ (U) is
An upper bound on the number of linear equations needed to describe B k I,t (U) is
Proof Follows from Lemma 19 and Theorems 9 and 10.
Note that all these equations defining a ball (in subspace or injection metric) are linearly independent. This can be seen by the description of the balls around U k ′ 0 , since the equations are of the form M i1,...,i k (V ) = 0 for different minors functioning as the variables and are thus linearly independent. As the equations describing the balls around arbitrary elements can be found by linear transformations, these equations will also be linearly independent.
Description by rational parametrization
One can also use a rational parametrization to describe the balls around U k ′ 0 in the Grassmannian as follows.
Proposition 21
The last statement is equivalent to the fact that there exists X ∈ F In analogy to Section 3.1 we can also describe the balls around arbitrary elements in G q (k, n) in a similar manner.
. Moreover, let ν and ω be as before. Then there exists
Proof We know from Lemma 15 that B 
The proof for the injection distance is analogous.
Corollary 24
In the setting of Theorem 23, if R 1 has full rank, one can choose a matrix representation of the form R = [I k ′R 2 ]. Then the formulas are simplified to
Proof Because of the shape of R we can choose 
In the description of the balls from Theorem 23, defineV := V 1 R 1 + V 2 R 3 (i.e. the left part of the elements in the ball) andṼ := V 1 R 2 + V 2 R 4 (i.e. the right part of the elements in the ball). Then for a given R 2 and some V 1 ∈ F k×k q one gets a set of bilinear equations of the form
for the subspace distance and of the form
for the injection distance. From this we can determine the degree and the number of variables of this system of equations:
Lemma 25 For a given V 1 , the description of the balls from Theorem 23 results in a system of bilinear equations in kk ′ + (n − k ′ + k)ν unknowns for the subspace distance, respectively kk ′ + (n − k ′ + k)ω unknowns for the injection distance, given by V 1 , X and Y .
To sum up, we know how to describe the balls, in both the subspace and the injection metric, in G q (k, n) with a given radius around an element of P q (n) with either linear equations in the Plücker embedding or bilinear equations in the matrix coordinates. In the following sections we will show how this can be used to establish list decoding algorithms for lifted Gabidulin codes.
Lifted Gabidulin Codes
For two k × ℓ matrices A and B over F q the rank distance is defined by [3, 7, 22] that
Codes which attain this bound are called maximum rank distance codes (or MRD codes in short). An important family of MRD linear codes was presented by Gabidulin [7] . These codes can be seen as the analogs of Reed-Solomon codes for the rank metric. From now on let k ≤ ℓ. A codeword A in a [k × ℓ, ̺, δ] rank-metric code C can be represented by a vector c A = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c k ), where
where ̺ = ℓ(k − δ + 1), and [i] = q i [7] . Let A be a k × ℓ matrix over F q and let I k be the k × k identity matrix. The matrix [I k A] can be viewed as a generator matrix of a k-dimensional subspace of F k+ℓ q . This subspace is called the lifting of A [25] .
When the codewords of a rank-metric code C are lifted to k-dimensional subspaces, the result is a constant dimension code C. If C is a Gabidulin MRD code then C is called a lifted Gabidulin code.
Theorem 26 ([25]) Let k, n be positive integers such that
We will now show that the row expansion of a Gabidulin code forms a linear block code. Let
We denote by C L the linear block code of length kℓ over F q , such that every codeword c A of C L is obtained from a codeword A ∈ C by taking the entries of A, row by row, from bottom to top, left to right (w.l.o.g.).
Theorem 27
The code C L is a [kℓ, ℓ(k − δ + 1), ≥ δ] linear block code over F q in the Hamming metric.
Proof The linearity of C L directly follows from the linearity of C. The length of C L is the number of entries in a codeword of C, and C and C L have the same cardinality. Since the rank of each non-zero A ∈ C is greater or equal to δ, also the number of non-zero entries of A has to be greater or equal to δ, hence the minimum
We will now show that also a subset of the Plücker coordinates of a lifted Gabidulin code is a linear block code over F q .
As before, let C be an [k × (n − k), (n − k)(k − δ + 1, δ)] Gabidulin MRD code over F q . Then by Theorem 26 its lifting is a code C of size q (n−k)(k−δ+1) in the Grassmannian G q (k, n). Let
be a vector which represents the Plücker coordinates of a subspace A ∈ G q (k, n). If x A is normalized (i.e. the first non-zero entry is equal to one), then x 
Proof It holds that x A is normalized if its entries are the minors of the reduced row echelon form of A, which is [ I k A ]. Because of the identity matrix in the first k columns, the statement follows directly from the definition of the Plücker coordinates.
Note, that we have to worry about the normalization since x A is projective. In the following we will always assume that any element from P ( Theorem 29 The restriction of the set of Plücker coordinates of an (n, q (n−k)(k−δ+1) , 2δ, k) q lifted Gabidulin code C to the set {i : |i| = k, |i ∩ [k]| = k − 1} forms a linear code C p over F q of length k(n − k), dimension (n − k)(k − δ + 1) and minimum Hamming distance d min ≥ δ.
We denote by H p a parity-check matrix of C p .
Example 6 Let α ∈ F 2 2 be a primitive element, fulfilling α 2 = α + 1. Let C be the [2 × 2, 2, δ = 2] Gabidulin MRD code over F 2 defined by the generator matrix G = (α 1). In this example we want to consider the lifting of C = {(bα, b) : b ∈ F 2 2 }. The codewords of C, their representation as 2 × 2 matrices, their lifting to G 2 (2, 4) 
List Decoding of Lifted Gabidulin Codes
We now have all the machinery needed to describe two list decoding algorithms for lifted Gabidulin codes, one in the Plücker coordinates and another one in the matrix entries. We will describe everything in this section using the subspace distance. The translation of these results to the injection metric is then straight-forward. In this section we will describe both list decoding algorithms and give a bound on the list size for lifted Gabidulin codes.
List decoding in the Plücker embedding
Consider a lifted Gabidulin code C ⊆ G q (k, n) and denote its corresponding [k(n − k), (n − k)(k − δ + 1)]-linear block code over F q by C p . The corresponding parity check matrix is denoted by H p . Let R = rs(R) ∈ G q (k, n) be the received word.
We showed in Section 4 how a subset of the Plücker coordinates of a lifted Gabidulin code forms a linear block code that is defined through the parity check matrix H p . Since we want to describe a list decoding algorithm inside the whole set of Plücker coordinates, we define an extension of H p as follows:
.n ]H p T = 0 gives rise to the same equations as [x i1 : . . . :
For simplicity we will writex for [x 1...k : . . . : x n−k+1...n ] in the following.
Lemma 31
The linear equationsxH p T = 0 together with the normalization condition x 1,...,k = 1 and the shuffle relations described in Proposition 5 describe the lifted Gabidulin code C in terms of its Plücker coordinates.
Remark 32
Using the language of algebraic geometry one can also say that C has the structure of a quasi-projective sub-variety of the Grassmann variety G q (k, n).
The list decoding problem up to the decoding radius τ requires the explicit description of the intersection of the varieties L τ C (R) := C ∩ B k S,τ (R), which we will call the list variety of the received subspace R. The following algorithm provides an explicit computation of the equations describing L τ C (R).
Algorithm 1
Input: received word R ∈ P q (n), decoding radius τ Note that there exist many algorithms to solve bilinear equations that one can use in Step 2. of the algorithm, see e.g. [2, 13, 27] . In this paper we will consider the relinearization algorithm from [13] .
Theorem 33 Algorithm 1 outputs the complete list L of codewords (in Plücker coordinate
Proof The solution set to the shuffle relations is exactly ϕ(G q (k, n)), i.e. all the elements of P ( We would like to correct one error. We first find the equations for the ball of subspace radius 2:
We construct Thus, by Corollary 18 we get that
Then combining with the parity check equations from Example 6 we obtain the following system of linear equations to solve
where the first two equations arise fromH p , the third from B 2 S,2 (R 1 ) and the last one represents the identity submatrix. This system has the two solutions (1, 1, 1, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 1, 1, 1)  for (x 12 , x 13 , x 14 , x 23 , x 24 ). Since we used all the equations defining the ball in the system of equations, we know that the two codewords corresponding to these two solutions (i.e. the third and fourth in Example 6) are the ones with distance 2 from the received space, and we do not have to solve x 34 at all. The corresponding codewords are
Now assume we received
As previously, we construct Thus, by Corollary 18 we get that
Then combining with the parity check equations from Example 6 and the shuffle relation from Example 3 we obtain the following system of linear and bilinear equations:
x 12 + x 13 + x 23 + x 24 + x 34 = 0 x 12 x 34 + x 13 x 24 + x 14 x 23 = 0
We rewrite these equations in terms of the variables x 13 , x 14 , x 23 , x 24 which correspond to a lifted Gabidulin code as follows. 
Remark 34
In the previous example, for the same code and two received words of the same dimension, in one case we needed the bilinear shuffle relations whereas in the other case we could completely list decode without taking the shuffle relations into account. Thus, the actual shape of the received space can make a difference for the complexity of the decoding algorithm.
The complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated by solving the system of θ S + 1 + (δ − 1)(n − k) + n k−1 n k+1 linear and bilinear equations in n k variables.
Theorem 35
Using the relinearization algorithm from [13] , the complexity of Algorithm 1 is polynomial in n and exponential in k.
Proof We can use the relinearization algorithm of [13] to solve the system of linear and bilinear equations in Algorithm 1. This algorithm is polynomial in the number of variables if the number of equations is at least the square of the number of variables, which is satisfied in our case, since
With the approximation n k ≈ n k , the statement follows.
⊓ ⊔
Note that it is not easy to determine the actual complexity of the relinearization algorithm as described in [13] . The paper states that the number of arithmetic operations is a polynomial ψ(N ) where N is the number of variables involved. For our situation that would translate that the number of arithmetic operations is O ψ(n 2k ) once k is small in comparison to n.
List decoding with the rational parametrization
We can use the description of the balls from Section 3.2 with the additional constraints from the description of the lifted Gabidulin codes, i.e. the first k × k-block is the identity and the rightmost n − k columns fulfill the parity check equations from the linear code description.
Algorithm 2
Input: received word R ∈ P q (n), decoding radius τ 
Output: matrices U , whose row spaces are the codewords in B 
Since we want to find only codewords of the lifted Gabidulin code in the ball, we can set a = d = 1 and b = c = 0. We label the entries of the third and fourth column from bottom left to top right by (v 1 , . . . ,
With the parity-check equations from the code C L (which is the same as C P in this case)
we get the following system of equations:
which has the following solutions: 
Since we want to find only codewords in the ball, we can set a = 0 and b = 1 and get the constraints X 1 Y 1 = 1, X 2 Y 1 = 0. With the equations from the code we get the following system of equations:
which has the unique solution
This corresponds to the codeword (remember that one has to add b = 1 in some coordinates) rs 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 .
We can do the following complexity analysis for Algorithm 2.
Theorem 36 Using the relinearization algorithm from [13] , Algorithm 2 has a computational complexity that is polynomial in n and exponential in k (if the list size is small enough).
Proof We know from Lemma 25 that the system of bilinear equations to be solved in the algorithm has kk ′ +n
variables, which we can approximate by kk ′ +n τ 2 , if we assume k ≈ k ′ . Moreover, it has at most k 2 equations for the identity part and (n−k)(δ−1) equations for the linear Gabidulin code description (see Theorem 29) . Since δ ≤ k we can upper bound the number of equations by (n − k)k + k 2 = nk. We now use the relinearization algorithm for solving the system of equations. In this algorithm, either the second linearization has a unique solution or it has a solution space of dimension that is polynomial in k. Then we have to do the last steps for finding the solutions of the original variables for any of the elements of this solution space.
Since the whole relinearization algorithm is polynomial if there is only one solution to the second linearization (see [13] ), our algorithm will have at most a complexity that is exponential in k.
⊓ ⊔ Note, that if one is interested to get a list of codewords within a certain distance of the received word explicitly, then the efficiency of a decoding algorithm depends (at least) on the size of the list. In other words, if there is a list of exponential size, no polynomial time algorithm can exist which explicitly outputs the total list. From an application point of view the list size is also important, since usually one wants to have a small list size to have sensible list decoding. This is due to the fact that one wants to choose one codeword of the output list after decoding to be the most likely sent codeword. Hence, we investigate the worst possible list sizes in the following.
We will derive a lower bound on the worst case list size for lifted Gabidulin codes in analogy to the theorems and proofs of [34] , where these bounds were derived for classical Gabidulin codes. We denote such a worst case list size, i.e. the maximum number of codewords of an (n, q (n−k)(k−δ+1) , 2δ, k) q lifted Gabidulin code C in a ball of a subspace radius τ around any received word, by L S (τ, n, k, δ, q), and for injection radius t by L I (t, n, k, δ, q).
Theorem 37 Lower bounds on the list sizes L S (τ, n, k, δ, q) and L I (t, n, k, δ, q), for t, τ /2 < δ ≤ k ≤ n/2, are given by
,
is the q-ary Gaussian coefficient.
Proof First, we observe that to present a lower bound on L(τ, n, k, δ, q) (L I (t, n, k, δ, q)) it is sufficient to consider the list size for a given received subspace, i.e. an existence of one such received subspace with a given list size provides the desired lower bound. We consider a received word R of the same dimension k. (see e.g. [25] ), and hence the distance between R and any codewordand more generally any element from G q (k, n) -is an even number. Thus, if τ is even, then B k τ +1 (R) = B k τ (R) and hence L S (τ + 1, n, k, δ, q) = L S (τ, n, k, δ, q). Furthermore, if τ is even, rs[ I k A ] is in the ball around R of subspace radius τ if and only if A is in the ball around A 1 of rank radius τ /2. It follows that the lower bound of the list size of classical Gabidulin codes for rank radius ⌊τ /2⌋ is also a lower bound for the list size of lifted Gabidulin codes for subspace radius τ .
For the injection distance it holds that
and if follows right away that the lower bound of the list size of classical Gabidulin codes for rank radius t is also a lower bound for the list size of lifted Gabidulin codes for injection radius t.
The formula for the list size of classical Gabidulin codes can be found in [34] .
⊓ ⊔
For the rest of this section let τ = 2t, then the two bounds of Theorem 37 are equal and asymptotically become: k t(n−k)(δ−t−1) ∼ q t(k−t)−(n−k)(δ−t−1) = q −t 2 +nt−(n−k)(δ−1) .
(For t = δ − 1 this bound becomes q (δ−1)(k−δ+1) which does not depend on n.) Similarly to [34] , one can find the smallest value of radius t, when the exponent −t 2 + nt − (n − k)(δ − 1) appearing in (3) becomes positive. When this is the case the list variety has a positive dimension and the size of the list grows polynomially with the field size. The following corollary shows that as a function of n the list size grows exponentially.
Corollary 38 For any 0 ≤ ǫ < 1 the list sizes L S (2t, n, k, δ, q) and L I (t, n, k, δ, q) are exponential in n if t ≥ (n − n(n − 4δ + 4ǫ) + 4kδ + 4k)/2.
Conclusion and Open Problems
The balls in G q (k, n) with a center that is not necessarily in G q (k, n) are considered with respect to two different distances: the subspace distance and the injection distance. Two different techniques are used for describing these balls: one is the Plücker embedding of G q (k, n) and the second one is a rational parametrization of the matrix representation of the elements in G q (k, n). These results can be used for list decoding of constant dimension codes. In particular, we investigate lifted Gabidulin codes and show that these can be described by linear equations in either the matrix representation or a subset of the Plücker coordinates. The union of these linear equations and the linear and bilinear equations which arise from the description of the ball of a given radius in the Grassmannian describe the list of codewords with distance less than or equal to the given radius from the received word. In contrast to the algorithms presented in [11, 19] the algorithms presented in this paper work for the complete lifted Gabidulin codes for any set of parameters q, n, k, δ.
In fact, the theory of Section 4 holds for any linear rank-metric code, not only Gabidulin codes, hence also the algorithms from Section 5 work for any lifted linear rank-metric code.
One can easily extend the algorithms presented in this paper for unions of lifted Gabidulin codes of different length (cf. e.g. [26, 31] ). To do so, one needs to add a preliminary step in the algorithm where a rank argument decides, which of these lifted Gabidulin codes can possibly have codewords that are in the ball around the received word.
The storage needed for both our algorithms is fairly little, the complexity is polynomial in n but exponential in k. Since in applications, k is quite small while n tends to get large, this is still reasonable. In future work, we want to improve this complexity by trying to decrease the size of the system of equations to solve in the last step of Algorithm 1 on one hand, or to find a better way to solve the system of bilinear equations in Algorithm 2 on the other. Moreover, we would like to find other families of codes that can be described through equations in their Plücker coordinates and use this fact to come up with list decoding algorithms of these other codes.
